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EFBWW concerned about

EFBWW concerns

weakening social dialogue in

about EU-China

Slovenia

Comprehensive

The EFBWW, jointly with ETUC and

Agreement on

other ETUFs, sent a letter to the

Investment (CAI)

Slovenian Government expressing

The EU and China have

great concern about the decline of

reached “an agreement

social dialogue in Slovenia. We urge

in principle” on

the Government to return to an

investment. The

active involvement of the social
partners in labour market and social

EFBWW and BWI urge EU to act

issues. The Slovenian Government

against the Myanmar Military

and the National Assembly adopted

Junta

a number of decisions that will have

The EFBWW and BWI call upon the

a lasting impact on the socio-

European authorities and

economic position of workers. These

institutions to take immediate and

resolutions breech the legal decision

urgent action against the Myanmar

making process, which stipulates

military junta. In a joint letter and

that such decisions should only be

statement, sent to Valdis

made through social dialogue. We

Dombrovskis, Executive Vice-

cannot accept that political

President of the European

authorities deliberately attempt to

Commission (EC) and Commissioner

exclude social partners and suspend

responsible for trade, EFBWW and

social agreements.

BWI urge the authorities to target
the commercial interests of the
Myanmar military junta and to
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EFBWW answers to first EU call
on Asbestos at Work Directive
The EFBWW answered to the first
stage EU consultation on the
protection of workers from risks
related to asbestos at work. In
addition to the revision of the
Asbestos at Work Directive (AWD),
EFBWW calls upon the Commission
to lay out a comprehensive strategy
for the safe removal of all asbestos
in the EU. It is of utmost importance
to significantly lower the EU
Occupational Exposure Limit (OEL)

Social Dialogue Wood/Furniture

The path to a Pact for Skills

for asbestos, to set up asbestos

The spring meeting of the European

The Pact for Skills is the proposed

registries in all Member States, to

Social Dialogues from the

first Action in the updated EU Skills

establish better standards for

Woodworking and the Furniture

Agenda, published in July 2020. The

training, to simplify the recognition

sector was well participated. 18

timeline for this action is 2020-2025

and compensation of asbestos

EFBWW delegates took part in the

and the EC insists that sectors can

related diseases, and to keep

meeting which dealt with a high

assess the success of their

asbestos out of the circular

number of topics. Education and

commitments through annual

economy. The EFBWW was also

training were two of the core topics.

reporting based on Key Performance

involved in the ETUC response to

Having received a presentation on

Indicators (KPIs). At present, the

the consultation.

the Pact for Skills, the social

EFBWW is defining the best and

partners are now reflecting on a

most efficient way to participate in

possible engagement in this action.

the Pact for Skills, aiming at a high

Industry policy and, more

visibility at EU level and providing

specifically, the European Green

concrete added-value for its

Deal, the Circular Economy Action

members at national and regional

Plan and the Renovation Wave were

level. The EFBWW and FIEC plan to

other focal points of the meeting,

discuss the Pact for Skills as the

for which future joint initiatives and

main item of the next DESOCO

actions will be taken into

thematic meeting, which will be

consideration. Furthermore, the

organised in Spring 2021 (date to be

EFBWW proposed to start discussing

defined). The goal would be to co-

joint social partner initiatives for

sign a social partner commitment

better Gender Equality in the

“Pact for Skills Construction

Woodworking and the Furniture

Charter” at this occasion .

sectors, as well as a joint activity to
better protect workers from wood
dust exposure.
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EFBWW participates in EED and

New guidelines for recovery and

National Reform Programmes. We

ETS consultations

resilience plans

have requested our members to

The EFBWW participated in the EC

In February, the EFBWW sent a

provide feedback about actions

consultation on a revision of the

communication to its members

with their national governments

Energy Efficiency Directive (EED) and

concerning the new guidelines for

and/or the sectoral social dialogue.

is now waiting for the EC legislative

the recovery and resilience plans

So far, we have received little

proposal which is foreseen for the

recently updated by the European

feedback. As part of the Renovate

second quarter of 2021. The main

Commission. The updated guidelines

Europe network, the EFBWW can

objectives of the 2030 EU energy

are structured around six pillars for

also facilitate contacts within

efficiency targets are to reach the

investment: green transition; digital

national networks. Therefore, if you

increased EU greenhouse emissions

transformation; smart, sustainable,

are interested, Renovate Europe

reduction target of at least 55% by

and inclusive growth and jobs; social

will organise different country focus

2030, and to ensure synergies with

and territorial cohesion; health and

calls for interested countries in the

the other Green Deal initiatives. The

resilience; and policies for the next

coming weeks. You can find the

Commission will also review all

generation, children and youth,

updated guidelines here and here

relevant EU policies against the 55%

including education and skills. What

and the political agreement on

target, including the emissions

is important is that jobs and social

Recovery and Resilience Facility

trading system (ETS), and propose

cohesion form part of the six

here.

extending the ETS to new sectors of

priorities, including the principles of

the economy. The EFBWW also

the European Pillar of Social Rights.

participated in the ETS consultation.

The national recovery plans must be

The revision of EU ETS is foreseen

submitted to the EC no later than 30

for the second quarter of 2021.

April 2021, together with the

Projects
EWC seminars for Targeted

work, join the EFBWW seminars for

Information and Consultation

Targeted Information and

(STIC)

Consultation in EWCs (STIC). With

Does your EWC have a working

the help of Adapt (Italy), the

group on health and safety? Do you

EFBWW has developed four guides

subcontracting, health and safety

discuss changing skills profiles in the

in eight languages for EWCs to

and a strategy for digital skills with

face of digitalisation with central

develop or enhance European

workers’ participation at all levels of

management? Does your EWC

company social dialogue on Health

the multinational company. The

monitor the subcontracting

and Safety, Skills and Qualification,

next STIC seminar coming up is on

practices in the multinational

Subcontracting, and Demographic

24 March for cement sector EWCs:

company? What is your companies’

Change. In the seminar for EWCs in

Sign up here!

strategy for the inclusion of more

the construction sectors on 10

female workers across the EU? If

February, the participants used

Save the date:

you think one or more of these

working groups to develop draft

7 April seminar for the building

questions are relevant for your EWC

annexes to EWC agreements on

materials sector.
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Final conference ISA project

The EFBWW considers these

The EFBWW participated in the

projects crucial because they

conference entitled “Building EU

facilitate contact and cooperation.

Agreements for the Posting of

The lack of coordination at EU level

Workers in the Construction Sector”

has created a huge problem of social

where the results of the Information

dumping and social fraud in the

Sharing Agreements Project (ISA)

construction industry. In his

was presented. The project targets

intervention, EFBWW general

the set up and promotion of

secretary, Tom Deleu, highlighted

information sharing agreements,

the importance of a closer

meant to enforce rules on social

cooperation between trade unions

security and terms of employment

and labour inspectorates and of

applicable to posted workers.

dissuasive sanctions as two key
aspects to protect workers’ rights.

News from our affiliates
France
FNCB CFDT signs two new CBAs

FNSCBA CGT fights for Bouygues

lion euros should have been paid in

conviction

social contributions. CGT Construc-

Thanks to the legal battle waged

tion is demanding that the French
state recovers the whole sum. The

After 18 months of negotiations

jointly by CGT de la Manche and the

within the two Permanent joint ne-

national federation of construction,

gotiation and interpretation com-

wood and furniture workers, Bouy-

missions (CPPNI), the National Fed-

gues has finally been condemned. In

eration of Construction and Wood

January, Bouygues was convicted by

signed two new National Collective

the Court de Cassation of Cherbourg

Agreements for the building indus-

(France) to pay a fine of € 29,950 for

try, one for companies with up to 10

Germany

concealed work. This emblematic

employees and another for compa-

case in France mirrors the growing

Minimum wages settled in

nies with more than 10 employees.

number of cases of labour exploita-

The trade union underlines that the

tion of posted workers in the EU

choice to replace categorical CBAs

through temporary employment

with agreements differentiated ac-

agencies. It demonstrates how lu-

cording to the size of the company,

crative it is for unscrupulous compa-

shows the desire to recognise the

nies in the construction industry to

specific nature of Very Small Build-

exploit vulnerable posted workers.

ing Companies. In these companies,

CGT is satisfied with the conviction,

the division of labour is not the

but considers the amount of the fine

same as in large companies, with

absurd. The French social security

greater autonomy and versatility for

institutions calculated that 12 mil-

each employee.
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EFBWW congratulates CGT Construction with this result and will
support the union to ensure that
the final goal is attained.

Germany
The collective bargaining dispute
over minimum wages in the construction industry has been settled.
The employers' associations
(Hauptverband der Deutschen
Bauindustrie and Zentralverband
des Deutschen Baugewerbes) and
IG BAU confirmed the negotiation
result reached on 17 December
2020. This means that in Germany,
from 1 January 2021, the minimum

EFBWW Newsletter

wages will increase to € 12.85

Study of Economic Business and So-

gaining on working conditions to

(minimum wage 1 for East and

cial Outcomes was commissioned by

company level. The union warns

West) and € 15.70 (minimum wage

the Electrotechnical Joint Industry

that UPM’s decision to abandon

2 for West). These amounts will be

Board. The study found that this

collective bargaining and to apply

valid for 1 year. A request for gen-

evolution results from actions and

only the level of the minimum la-

eral applicability will now be sub-

decisions taken over many years by

bour legislation, will worsen the

mitted to the Federal Ministry of

industry clients, contractors and

terms of employment for the em-

Labour and Social Affairs.

governments. Unite assistant gen-

ployees. For Proliitto’s president,

eral secretary, Gail Cartmail, who

Jorma Malinen, “the employees are

contributed to the report, said that

being completely stripped from

this study “must act as a game

their rights to bargain, equal pay,

changer in shifting attitudes to di-

and terms of employment". The

rect employment, both in the elec-

EFBWW stands firmly by its affiliate

trical industry in particular and the

and is deeply concerned about this

entire construction industry in gen-

unacceptable threat to social pro-

eral. Rather than sweep the findings

gress and to workers’ rights.

Portugal
Setaccop denounces negligence
from employers and authorities
Setaccop regrets that while the Construction Sector operated with apparent normality during the pandemic, to the benefit of economic
activity, company directors and national authorities acted with some
negligence in the prevention of
health and safety in the workplace.

of this report under the carpet, clients, large contractors and the government need to accept its findings,
adopt its recommendations and lobby others to follow suit.”

CG FGTB and ACV-BIE in action
against the wage norm

In Portugal, the construction and
public works sector did not stop in

Belgium
The Belgian trade unions CG FGTB
and ACV-BIE are in action against

the time of the COVID-19 pandemic

Finland

and the vast majority of works, both

Finland warns on UPM with-

that gross wages in the private sec-

public and private, remained in exe-

drawal from CBAs

tor can only increase by 0.4%

cution, a reality expressed in statisti-

The Finnish Trade Union Proliitto

above inflation (2.8% expected)

cal data.

condemns the decision of the Finn-

over the period 2021-2022. The

ish forest industry company UPM to

unions strive: for the abolition of

stop collective negotiations for its

the wage norm; for a substantial

UK

the wage norm, which stipulates

employees on a local, municipal,

salary increase; for a fair and bal-

Unite warns about decline in

workplace or product group-specific

anced intersectoral agreement; for

direct employment

level. From 2022 onwards, these

dignified end-of-career rules; and

Unite, the UK construction union,

negotiations will be conducted sole-

for a collective reduction of working

asks attention for a study that con-

ly via individual appraisals. This fol-

time to save jobs. As not all sectors

cludes that levels of direct employ-

lows the announcement in October

have been affected by the crisis,

ment in electrical contracting de-

2020 by the employers' organisation

the wage norm is outrageous for

clined more sharply in the UK than

Finnish Forest Industries to with-

companies that have seen their

in nearly any other country. The re-

draw from national collective bar-

productivity increase or that made

port entitled: Direct Employment A

gaining, thereby transferring bar-

good profits. This is why trade unPage 5
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ions want an indicative margin to

took place on 12 and 25 February.

negotiate the best possible wage

More info here and here.

increases freely. Two action days
In this section the EFBWW gives the possibility to its affiliates to share their stories.
If you have news or contributions, do not hesitate to contact pcravina@efbww.eu.

Miscellaneous
ETUI publishes Social policy in

Working Europe, which provides a

Recovery fund for social part-

the EU 2020

state-of-the-art analysis of the im-

ners impacted by COVID-19

The European Social Observatory

pact of the pandemic on the world

(OSE) and the European Trade Union

of work.

Institute (ETUI) published the Social
policy in the European Union: state

ETUC warns that EC must

of play 2020. All chapters of the

refinance SURE

study consider the consequences of

The European Commission (EC)

the unfolding public health crisis.

joined the trade unions in warning

This year’s report in many ways

member states against prematurely

complements the 20th-anniversary

withdrawing financial support for

issue of the ETUI’s Benchmarking

workers and businesses. But the
ETUC also warned that the EC must
refinance the SURE job support for
2021 to ensure that all member
states can maintain support
measures as requested. ETUC general secretary, Luca Visentini, underlines that “ending support now
would cause mass unemployment
and would be a tragedy when there
is finally light at the end of the tunnel”. Read more here.
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The ETUC’s efforts to set up a European recovery fund for social partners impacted by COVID-19 have
been successful. On Monday 15
February, the European Commission published the call for proposals
on its website. The ETUC will coordinate the submission of proposals.
The EFBWW and the other ETUFs
have insisted that such a fund
should also be accessible for sectoral social partners. EFBWW affiliates that are interested to participate in this call should immediately
inform the EFBWW secretariat.
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EFBWW Provisional Meeting schedule 2021
9 March 2021

EFBWW H&S Coordination group

Videoconference

22 March 2021

EFBWW EWC Steering group + Joint meeting with BWI on MNCs

Videoconference

24 March 2021

STIC Project - Cement EWCs

Webinar

25-26 March 2021

EFBWW-ETUI - Workshop Future of Work—digitalisation

Videoconference

31 March 2021

EFBWW Auditing Committee

Videoconference

7 April 2021

STIC Project - Building materials EWCs

Webinar

14 April 2021

SD Construction - Working group Employment

Videoconference

20 April 2021

EFBWW Standing Committee Building

Videoconference

28 April 2021

EFBWW Presidium

Videoconference

28 April 2021

International Workers' Memorial day

Virtual Action Day

5 May 2021

SD Furniture plenary meeting

Videoconference

6 May 2021

SD Wood plenary meeting

Videoconference

25 May 2021

EFBWW EWC Coordinators’ meeting

Videoconference

1 June 2021

EFBWW Executive Committee

Videoconference

2 June 2021

Joint EFBWW-BWI Webinar on Migration

Webinar

10 June 2021

EWC Monitoring and Enforcement project - Final Conference

Videoconference

21 June 2021

Joint BWI-EFBWW conference on women in trade

Videoconference

June-July

DESOCO project - Thematic Meeting VET & Youth

Videoconference

31 August 2021

Joint EFBWW-BWI Presidium

Videoconference

15 September 2021

EWC Steering group

29 September 2021

S&H Coordination Group

6 October 2021

SD Construction - working group OSH

14 October 2021

EFBWW Standing Committee Wood

15 October 2021

SD Wood-Furniture WP

25 October 2021

EFBWW Standing Committee Building

26 October 2021

EFBWW Presidium

27-28 October 2021

EFBWW EWC Coordinators’ Meeting

23 November 2021

EFBWW Executive Committee

Tbc by EESC

Tbc by EESC

Tbc by EESC

Tbc by EESC

November-December 2021 DESOCO project - Thematic Meeting EMPLOYMENT
1-2 December 2021

Joint EFBWW-BWI MNC Conference

Lisbon (TBC)
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